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Abstract Machine-type communication (MTC) takes

advantage of millions of devices being connected to each

other in sensing our environment. A third-generation

partnership project has been actively considering MTC as

an enabler for ubiquitous computing and context-aware

services. Until recently, we have not yet known how to

productively manage the signaling traffic from these MTC

devices because authentication requirements may impose

such large signaling loads that they overwhelm the radio

access of 4G cellular networks. This paper proposes the

design of an efficient security protocol for MTC. This

protocol is designed to be compatible with the incumbent

system by being composed of only symmetric cryptogra-

phy. Efficiency is attained by aggregating many authenti-

cation requests into a single one. The security and

performance of the new design are evaluated via formal

verification and theoretical analysis. Implementation of the

proposed protocol in a real LTE-A network is provided

through a feasibility analysis undertaken to prove the

practicability of the protocol. Based on these evaluations,

we contend that the proposed protocol is practical in terms

of security and performance for MTC in LTE-Advanced.

Keywords Long-term evolution advanced (LTE-A) �
Machine-type communications (MTC) � Authentication

and key agreement (AKA)

1 Introduction

Machine-to-machine (M2M) communication makes it

possible for tens of billions of machines in the world to talk

with each other about their ambient surroundings through

wired or wireless connections. Many promising applica-

tions in the categories of tracking, monitoring, mainte-

nance, and security can be envisaged as emerging M2M

communications. A third-generation partnership project

(3GPP) has become regarded as such a promising solution

to facilitating M2M communication that it has become

known as machine-type communications (MTC) [1].

Incorporation of M2M communication into the 3GPP

remains in its infancy because its many distinct features

pose unprecedented challenges. The most common type of

device in M2M communication will be, to the best of our

knowledge, sensor nodes that are either mounted on a

moving device to track it or is distributed in a field. In

either case, the number of devices would be quite large and

would tend to be deployed in a small area. Hence, they are

in competition for the same access point to the network.

We do not yet know how to manage these sensors in the

most productive way. The challenges such distinct features

pose to M2M communication lie in overcoming congestion

and avoiding overloading of the radio access network and

the core network.

The 3GPP specified a number of functions for overload

control and also developed some extensions in an attempt

to limit excessive signaling from the devices. A new pri-

ority level, called low access priority indication (LAPI) [2],
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was introduced into radio access control for the control

plane signaling. The new priority is assigned to delay-tol-

erant applications, and when the radio access network is

overloaded for some reason, the network can start to reject

their attempts. This rejection is also another source of

consuming radio resources, and therefore, the ability to bar

low-priority devices from accessing radio resources was

introduced with extended access barring (EAB) [2]. As for

signaling reduction, access grant time interval (AGTI) is

allocated so that each device can connect to the core net-

work only at predefined times set by the network operator

[3].

Although these functions and extensions may alleviate

congestion in the radio access network, they cannot be

applicable for delay-tolerant traffic. We found one such

incident in the phase of authentication and key agreement

(AKA) in a fourth-generation cellular network when a

device registers with the core network. The AKA proce-

dure is required whenever a device attaches itself to the

network and changes one of near access points; this

attachment and change can happen at any time. When a

group of devices attempt to register simultaneously, masses

of signaling traffic associated with the AKA would gen-

erate significant overloads on the authentication server and

create bottlenecks in the link between a server and devices.

To avoid this problem, we emphasize the need for the

design of an efficient AKA procedure that reduces repeti-

tive invocation of costly authentication signaling, espe-

cially in situations of group optimization.

Our goal in this paper is to take significant steps toward

a new security mechanism that reduces the volume of

signaling traffic in the AKA phase, even if the number of

MTC devices is large and variable. We looked into the

possible optimization of signaling by grouping the devices.

A leader in the group would take responsibility for mutual

authentication and secure key distribution and takes an

advantage of the batch verification to save communication

overhead and computational cost. In addition, we want the

proposed method to outperform other existing protocols

and still introduce lesser imperative amendments to the

behavior of existing devices and network protocols. This

requirement leads us to design new functions to be realized

by only software updates in the current system. Further-

more, for prompt distribution of security contexts among

devices in a group, we will capitalize on widely available

Wi-Fi hotspots as a secondary channel mainly deployed for

offloading data traffic in cellular networks. The leader

collects authentication requests from MTC devices through

this channel and compresses them into a single request.

Last but not least, it should be pointed out that we want to

accommodate two secure path layers; one path is between

the MTC device and the core network, and the other is

between MTC devices in the same group. The latter path is

especially critical, considering the necessity of information

sharing between devices in MTC.

The proposed protocol includes a few distinct ideas from

previous studies. These are: (1) For efficiency and back-

ward compatibility, symmetric cryptography is only used

by the entire system when AKA are involved, (2) utiliza-

tion of a secondary channel to distribute secret materials

between MTC devices, and (3) any device in a group is

able to share a secret key with any other device(s) in the

same group. We evaluated the proposed security mecha-

nism by formal verification, comprehensive security ana-

lysis, and performance evaluation. Further, to show the

performance of the proposed protocol, we compared it with

four other proposals that have been advanced.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2,

we review related studies with an emphasis on grouping

optimization. A 3GPP long-term evolution advanced (LTE-

A) system is introduced in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we discuss

the finer details and design decisions of the current

authentication protocol. We provide various numerical

analyses of security in Sect. 5 and performance evaluations

and comparisons in Sect. 6. Section 7 concludes this paper.

2 Related work

At first glance, numerous seemingly natural approaches

appear applicable to an objective of reducing costly

authentication signaling. One tempting approach is to use

delegation-based authentication [4]. In this, an authenti-

cation server authorizes a device to signal its own

authentication that a serving network can then verify. The

device needs no other access to the authentication server

than to receive this authorization. However, this approach

requires the introduction of a public key infrastructure,

which is incompatible with the current secret key systems.

It also is not practical in M2M communication because of

the extra computational costs of signing and verifying the

signatures.

An alternative might be grouping devices and having a

leader of the group represent the group to serving networks.

The leader authenticates itself to the network on behalf of

all of the MTC devices. Once it is successful, the leader is

entrusted with power over the end devices and authorized

to authenticate the end devices locally without having each

device access a remote authentication server. The Dynamic

Group Based and Key Agreement (DGBAKA) [5] and the

Group-based AKA (G-AKA) [6] are the two security pro-

tocols for authentication of a group of MTC devices in this

roaming scenario. Because of the grouping model, these

protocols can lessen communication costs on the network.

However, overall complexity of the system can be built to

up to large as the number of MTC devices increases.
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EG-AKA (EAP-based Group Authentication) and SE-AKA

(Secure and Efficient) proposed in [7, 8], respectively, are two

group AKA protocols for LTE networks. Overall delay of the

current AKA for a single user takes long because of a round-trip

delay to the backend of authentication server in a core network.

In order to improve this delay, EG-AKA and SE-AKA are

designed to reduce the number of accessing times to the

authentication server. The first member in the group is only

required to handshake with the authentication server for

authentication. The rest of the members are authenticated by a

gateway located in the proximity. Because group members

share a single group key a member can overhear private com-

munications between other members. These protocols employ

Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) to realize forward

secrecy and backward secrecy. They also adopt an asymmetric

key cryptosystem to protect devices’ privacy. ECDH and

asymmetric cryptography may not be suitable for resource-

constraint MTC devices. EG-AKA [8] is for3GPP MTC devi-

ces to access the core network over non-3GPP air interfaces.

The authors in [9] proposed the ABAKA (A Batch

Authenticated and Key Agreement) for vehicular networks. A

strength of this approach lies in adopting the concept of batch

verification to simultaneously authenticate multiple requests by

one verification operation and to negotiate a session key with

each vehicle by way of one broadcast message. Cao et al. in [10]

proposed another authentication protocol for MTC environ-

ments based on an aggregate signature. An elected leader

generates the aggregate signature and forwards it to the core

network. The network can authenticate all the group members

by verifying the aggregate signature and can establish distinct

session keys with each member. However, in reality an

asymmetric cryptographic algorithm is difficult to apply to the

current cellular system because of compatibility issues.

The Logical Key Hierarchy (LKH) [11] and its clones

[12, 13] are a centralized key management scheme. A

group maintains a structure of a binary tree for efficient

management of many secret keys in a group. The LKH

maps all members in the group as leaves of the binary tree.

Every node in the tree has its secret value Ki and every

member in the group is assigned to a leaf node in the tree.

The root node’s secret value is the group key and the other

secret values are used for efficient updates of the group

key. When a member joins or leaves the group the group

key must be updated to the value which not known to a new

member or a departing member. An efficient key man-

agement scheme provides a prompt update of the group key

to remaining members in a group.

3 Overview of 3GPP MTC

The 3GPP has announced LTE-A as a radio access tech-

nology for fourth-generation mobile networks. Figure 1

illustrates the MTC architecture in the LTE-A network,

which is composed of groups of devices, the core network,

and the radio area network.

3.1 System architecture

The term ‘‘LTE’’ encompasses the Evolved Packet System

(EPS), which itself comprises both a new form of radio

access—Evolved Universal Terrestrial Radio Access

(E-UTRAN)—and SAE, the current end product of the

evolution of non-radio access. At a high level, SAE includes

a number of logical entities to manage MTC devices and

bearers in the Evolved Packet Core (EPC), while LTE is

made up of essentially just one node, the evolved NodeB

(eNodeB), which connects MTC devices to the EPC.

In an LTE-A core network, as shown in Fig. 1, the

mobile management equipment (MME) and serving gate-

way (S-GW) are responsible, respectively, for transmitting

signaling traffic and user data traffic. The home subscriber

server (HSS) contains the subscription information of MTC

devices and assists the MME to authenticate MTC devices

by providing a set of authentication vectors.

The permanent subscriber identity in the LTE-A is the

International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI). At the

time of subscription the MTC device of subscriber is given

to a unique IMSI, and a master secret key K shared with the

authentication server (i.e., HSS). The IMSI and K are

stored in the Universal Subscriber Identity Module (USIM)

in the device. The subscriber would also be assigned the

Global Unique Temporary Identity (GUTI) by the MME in

a secure manner after the successful user authentication.

The purpose of the GUTI is to provide a temporary iden-

tification of MTC device in the serving network that does

not reveal the user’s permanent identity in the mobile

networks.

Cellular carriers are looking for solutions to offload data

traffic from their cellular networks. Offloading data to Wi-

Fi hotspots is an economically attractive alternative

because many carriers already operate a substantial number

of hotspots. Since Release 11, the 3GPP specification has

supported WLAN internetworking including seamless

mobility. Today, as part of Release 12, 3GPP is investi-

gating a tight integration between LTE and WLAN at the

radio access level [14].

3.2 Communication scenarios

At least two communication scenarios can be envisioned

for the use of MTC. In one, an MTC server communicates

with MTC devices over the core network. In this commu-

nication, MTC devices collect sensing data and transmit

this data to the server on a frequency determined by the

MTC user. This scenario has been adopted by many MTC
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applications, including health monitoring and smart

metering. The second scenario is direct communication

among MTC devices to share sensing data and to distribute

operational instructions. Sharing and distribution may be

allowed by all group members or restricted to only those in

a small subgroup or individual devices. In any case, one

MTC device should be able to deliver data to designated

receivers by broadcasting, multicasting and unicasting in a

secure way.

The direct communication of MTC devices can be

operated either (1) in an infrastructure mode in which

packets are delivered via eNodeB in the radio access net-

work or (2) in an ad hoc mode in which two devices in

proximity can exchange data in the absence of infrastruc-

ture assistance. The 3GPP has proposed device-to-device

(D2D) communication as a means of offloading cellular

traffic, shortening delays, and increasing spectral efficiency

[15]. D2D communication operates in the ad hoc mode and

allows devices to communicate with each other in a direct

link. Direct linkage can occur in the licensed cellular

spectrum or in the unlicensed spectrum of such non-cel-

lular technologies as Bluetooth or Wi-Fi Direct.

We exclude consideration of the D2D communication in

this paper as the means of devices’ direct communications.

Instead, MTC devices in our service usage communicate

with their peers by using Wi-Fi hotspots in the infrastruc-

ture mode. These decision were made after taking into

consideration both practical implementation issues and

performance issues. Firstly, the direct D2D communication

is yet at an early stage in technical development and hence

it is quite impractical to evaluate and compare performance

measures in actual implementation. Secondly, the infra-

structure mode of direct communication for MTC devices

is generally preferred over the ad hoc mode of operation.

This preference rests on the security of both direct com-

munication and client/server communication because of the

robust connections to and from MTC devices through the

eNodeBs in the 3GPP or the base station in the Wi-Fi.

Further, we insist on the Wi-Fi hotspot as this technology is

expected to be promising in near future.

3.3 Extended authentication and key agreement

(EPS-AKA)

The EPS-AKA is the security mechanism designed by the

3GPP for secure mutual authentication and sharing of the

cryptography key [16, 17]. The EPS-AKA is composed of

seven messages and is illustrated in Fig. 2. The MTC

device sends its permanent identity, namely its IMSI in

clear text. The MME passes this first message to the HSS

with the serving network identity (SN_ID). If the IMSI is

valid, the HSS generates and sends an array of several

authentication vectors to the MME. A derived key (KASME)

included in the authentication vector is a local root key

derived from K, which is a master secret key shared

between the MTC device and the HSS. The MME selects

one authentication vector in the array and sends RAND[i]

and AUTN[i] to the MTC device to challenge device

authentication. The device authenticates the MME by

verifying the message authentication code. It then derives

CK, AK, IK and KASME from K to prepare its

Two and four secure keys are further derived from KASME to

protect, respectively, the Access Stratum (AS) and Non-

Access Stratum (NAS) layers [18]. The local master key,

KASME, is valid for a maximum interval determined by the

timing of the next EPS-AKA procedure. The device can

choose to invoke the EPS-AKA protocol whenever the serv-

ing MME changes, because of roaming, to another serving

network. In the same situation, the device also can choose to

transfer the security context between the old and new MMEs

in an effort to lower the overhead of the full EPS-AKA. The

device may, of course, also need to periodically invoke the

fresh EPS-AKA. Hence, the frequency of EPS-AKA runs is

either random or can be configured by a network operator [18].

MME

LTE-A core network

HSS

Hotspot

LTE-A 
radio link

LTE-A radio area network

S-GW P-GW

eNodeB

eNodeB
UE

UE

UE

MTC devices
group WiFi

MTC 
server

Fig. 1 The MTC architecture composed of groups of devices, the core network, and the radio area network
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3.4 Security requirements

The proposed security mechanism is designed mainly to

accommodate performance optimization that is better than

with the incumbent mechanism, the EPS-AKA, for the

MTC environment. With regard to security needs, a basic

model of the proposed mechanism is aligned with the

general security requirements of the EPS-AKA and with

those of most wireless access networks. We also want to

address unacquainted threats and attacks that are intro-

duced typically by the MTC environment and suggest

appropriate countermeasures.

The general security requirements are specifically the

confidentiality and integrity of data and mutual authenti-

cation of entities. An MTC device would not succumb to

attachment to rogue access points (eNodeBs in our subject)

if the attachment point were authenticated in advance by

the MTC device. False eNodeBs or MTC servers could

send forged messages to MTC devices to waste the

resources of victims. This threat can be alleviated if mutual

authentication is a prerequisite for any other operation in an

MTC device. Illegal copying and modification of messages

would not be easy once messages are authenticated and

encrypted.

A group can be further divided into subgroups for effi-

cient management of membership or different levels of

access to secret information. An MTC device should be

able to share a pairwise secret key with each entity or share

group keys for one large group and its subgroups. This

means every MTC device must have as many keys as there

are groups that it belongs to plus keys for however many

members are in these groups. The risk of handling this

number of keys is that it will impose massive operational

overhead as a prerequisite to executing the security func-

tions necessary for resource-constrained MTC devices. Our

design recognizes this risk and has scalable and efficient

key management as one of its goals. Moreover, we want all

secret keys to be capable of forward and backward secrecy.

Otherwise, an adversary could derive past and future keys

from the current secret key.

MTC device’s secret materials are stored in the Uni-

versal Integrated Circuit Card (UICC). It is generally

accepted that the UICC is tamper proof and the master key

in the UICC is fairly resistant to any types of physical and

network attacks to disclose secret keys in clear. In the

continuing sense, we must assume that the master secret

key in the core network, particularly in the HSS, is also

secure and immune to any physical and network attacks.

4 Proposed protocol

We propose a new authentication and key management

protocol for E-UTRAN. This protocol comprises four

phases: system initialization, mutual authentication, mem-

bership update, and session key agreement.

4.1 System initialization phase

MTC devices operated by the same MTC service or sited in

the same area can be grouped for management, control, and

charging [17]. The network service provider can group

MTC devices together. Group membership may be chan-

ged at any time when the service provider adds MTC

devices to groups or retires MTC devices. The service

provider is responsible for determining and maintaining

group memberships.

The HSS and the MTC devices maintain the same

structure of a binary tree for a group, as shown in Fig. 3.

Every node (NODE k) in the tree is associated with its

Fig. 2 Message exchanges in

EPS-AKA
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secret value, that is SECRETNODEk
. A node’s secret value is

derived from the secret value of its parent node by using

two hash functions, HL(�) and HR(�)for left and right

children, respectively. The MTC device is assigned to only

a leaf node in the tree and given a set of secret values.

These values contain the secret values of all nodes in the

tree, with the exception of the restricted secret (RS) value.

The RS value is referred to as a secret value of itself and

secret values of its all parent nodes located on the path

toward the root. Because some secret values are restricted,

an MTC device is unable to derive the secret value of the

node where this device is attached. For instance, the

restricted values of member4 in Fig. 3 are SECRETNODE12
,

SECRETNODE5
, SECRETNODE2

and SECRETNODE0
(nodes

with dotted lines in Fig. 3). In this way, member4 has no

way of knowing Node12’s secret value.

At the time the tree is created, the HSS generates group

key GK for the group. Further, the service provider stores a

set of parameters in the secure storage of the MTC device

at the time of registration. These parameters are IMGI,

GK, PNi, SEKi along with the three hash functions of

HL( ), HR( ) and H( ), and the secret values of the device.

The group is identified by the IMGI (International Mobile

Group Identity). PNi is a prime number created by the HSS,

and SEKi is a secret created by the HSS and shared between

the HSS and devicei.

A set of leaders is included among the MTC devices to

represent the group to the core network. These leaders are

registered in the HSS and identified by their IMSIs. The

leader itself is also an MTC device and hence needs to be

in the binary tree and to store the same parameters as a

member. However, the leader has computing power for

various security operations and safe storage for security

contexts.

4.2 Mutual authentication phase

Authentication and session key agreement first occurs

between a selected leader and the core network. As a result,

a secure link is established in the E-UTRAN. Then, all

group members authenticate with the core network over the

secure link via the leader and the Wi-Fi secondary link.

To avoid collisions because of multiple simultaneous

initiations, leaders are instructed to wait for a random

amount of time before they can send the first message. If

any leader hears the first message sent by another leader,

the listener postpones sending until the current AKA pro-

cedure is complete. Figure 4 illustrates the proposed AKA

composed of nine messages. In the paper we use [Ai]n in

the equation to denote a concatenation of Ai for n vectors.

M.1: The MME asks the MTC devices identify the

leader.

M.2: The leader responds to the MME with the identi-

ties of all members, including its own ([IMSIi]n) and the

group identity (IMGI).

M.3: The MME adds its own identity SN_ID to the

second message and sends the authentication request to the

HSS through a secure channel. We assume that this channel

is safe because of IP security. The HSS computes GTK

from GK, RAND, and SN_ID by using Eq. (1). The

parameter RAND is a random number generated by the

HSS. The HSS recognizes the leader’s identification and

confirms the group members associated with IMGI.

GTK ¼ f1 GK;RAND; SN IDð Þ ð1Þ

M.4: The HSS confirms the legitimacy of the inquiring

MME by checking the validity of SN_ID. The HSS then

computes three parameters; AV, LMK, and Ginfo, and sends

them to the MME. The local master key (LMK) is derived

Fig. 3 Group management of

MTC devices in binary tree
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from the secret key (SEKL) shared between the leader and

the HSS as shown in Eq. (2).

LMK ¼ f2 SEKL;RANDð Þ ð2Þ

LMK is equivalent to the local master key (KASME) in the

EPS-AKA and can be used to derive NAS and AS keys.

The authentication vector (AV) is composed of three

parameters, RAND;XRES;AUTN. The parameter XRES is

the expected response from the device for authentication.

The authentication token (AUTN) contains the message

authentication codes (MACMME) and a sequence number

(SQN) encrypted with LMK. This sequence number pre-

vents an adversary from using an authentication vector

repeatedly. The message authentication code is derived by

using MACMME ¼ f3 GTK;RANDð Þ. The group information

(Ginfo) contains two parameters; one is a confirmation value

(CV), and the other is XAUTH. The MME uses the con-

firmation value to verify the group membership of MTC

device and uses XAUTH to authenticate an individual

device.

M.5: The MME sends this message to the chosen leader

via a broadcast channel in the LTE downlink. The basic

nature of broadcasting means all members should be able

to listen to this fifth message. The leader first checks if

IMGI is equal to its group identity and then validates AUTN

to authenticate the MME by verifying MACMME. The MTC

devices do the same to verify the MME.

M.6: The chosen leader computes LMK and extracts

SQN to detect any reuse of the authentication vector. Then

the leader prepares response value RES and sends the

leader’s authentication response (M.6) to the MME.

Hereafter, the NAS security secures communication

between the leader and the MME.

M.7: The MME authenticates the leader by checking the

equivalence of RES and XRES. The MME broadcasts the

member authentication request (M.7) to all MTC devices

in the group. The identity of the chosen leader is included

in this message for identification purposes.

M.8: MTC device i computes its own Kiand AUTH1,i,

respectively, using Eqs. (3) and (4).

Ki ¼ KDF PNi � SEKið Þ ð3Þ
AUTH1;i ¼ f3 SEKi;PNið Þ ð4Þ

MAC1;i ¼ H Ki;AUTH1;i

� �
ð5Þ

where SEKi is a secret key shared between each device and

the HSS and PNi is a given prime number. The device

sends four parameters Ki, PNi, AUTH1,i and MAC1,i to the

leader in cases in which the leader appears not to have

these values. Because the leader saves each device’s four

parameters for all MTC devices, only those devices new to

the group report this eighth message to the leader. In our

design, these four parameters do not change with every

round of authentication, which is our way of preventing a

traffic bottleneck with the leader. However, if security is

threatened, the HSS can change Ki, and AUTH1,i anytime

by replacing PNi in order to update these four parameters in

the MTC device. The parameter MAC1,i computed by using

Eq. (5) serves to authenticate M.8 for the leader. The MTC

device sends M.8 to the leader in the secondary channel via

a Wi-Fi hotspot after encrypting this message with the

session key. An agreement on the session key is discussed

in Sect. 4.4.

M.9: The leader collects M.8 from the devices and

applies the Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT) over Ki

and modulus PNi to compute a challenge to the confirma-

tion value (XCV) as shown in Eq. (6).

XCV
0 ¼K1 mod PN1 ¼K2 mod PN2 ¼ �� � ¼Kk mod PNn

ð6Þ

XCV ¼ XCV
0 � SQN

Fig. 4 Authentication and key agreement between a leader and the core network
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The leader also uses Eq. (7) to prepare AUTH for each

member’s authentication token.

AUTH ¼ H AUTH1;1 � AUTH1;2 � � � � � AUTH1;n � SQN
� �

ð7Þ

The leader sends the member authentication response to

the MME. This message is composed of XCV and AUTH.

To validate that these members belong to the same group,

the MME compares the CV received from the HSS and the

XCV received from the leader. The MME authenticates

each MTC device by comparing AUTH with XAUTH. The

AKA is successful at this point and the MME is ready join

the group as a regular member.

Theorem (Chinese Remainder Theorem) Suppose

m1, ���, mn are pairwise relatively prime, that is, (ni, mj) =

1 for i = j and M =
Q

i=1
n mi. Then the system of the fol-

lowing congruencies

A ¼ a1 mod m1ð Þ;A ¼ a2 mod m2ð Þ; � � � ;A ¼ an mod mnð Þ

has a unique solution for mod M. As a result, we can

represent any integer of A by a n-tuple of integers ai by

using the following correspondence:

A$ a1; a2; � � � ; anð Þ

where A is less than M and ai is less than mi for all n.

4.3 Membership update phase

4.3.1 Joining a group

Although the MME joins a group soon after successful

completion of mutual authentication, MTC devices become

a group member at the time of offline registration with the

service provider. At the outset of joining, the HSS assigns

the MME to an empty leaf node in the tree and after

encryption sends it an information packet containing the

secret key they will share. The package includes a new

group key (GK 0), the new member’s secret values, identity,

and location in the binary tree.

At this time, to maintain backward secrecy, all members

in the group and the HSS use Eq. (8) to restructure the

binary tree to reflect the new arrival and update the group

key to the new one, GK 0,

GK 0 ¼ H GK � SECRETNODEm
ð Þ ð8Þ

where SECRETNODEm
is the secret value of the joining

node. The joining member is not able to access the old

group key because of the one-way hash function.

It would be preferable to locate a rejoining member in

the same position as before in the binary tree because we

want to maintain forward and backward secrecy. Hence,

we would like to assign the MME at the same position in a

tree. However, if the HSS finds that the returning device’s

position is already occupied by another member, the HSS

appends two children to the original node and moves the

new member to the left child and the rejoining member to

the right. The binary tree may become severely unbalanced

because of our placement policy. If the HSS find the binary

tree is too skewed, then it can create a new balanced binary

tree for this group from scratch.

4.3.2 Leaving a group

Devices may leave a group once their missions are com-

pleted or they exhaust their power sources. The serving

MME can be changed at any time as a result of a member’s

mobility. Leaving procedures for devices and for the MME

are the same.

When a member mk leaves a group, all remaining

members in the group update a group key, GK to GK00

according to Eq. (9)

GK 00 ¼ GK � SECRETmk
ð9Þ

Note that unlike Eq. (8) the hash operation is unneces-

sary in the departure process. This is because a single hash

operation is sufficient to prevent reversal of the group key

to old group keys. The HSS notifies remaining members of

the departure by broadcasting the identity, mk. The

departing member mk cannot update the group key because

SECRETmk
is the RS value of mk. For instance, when

Member5 in Fig. 5 leaves the group, the remaining group

members update the group key by XORing the current

group key with SECRETNODE12
. However, Member5 cannot

update the group key because it cannot derive

SECRETNODE12
. This inability to update the group key

guarantees forward secrecy.

4.4 Session key agreement phase

When an MME’s membership is complete, the MTC

devices proceed to the next stage to establish session keys

between the MME and the individual devices in the group.

The MME and device mk find the common values between

their secret values. In case two common values are children

of a parent, then this parent is chosen instead to reduce the

number of common values. The MME and the device

execute the XOR operation over the common secret values.

Then, the hashed result of the output is determined to be

the session key. For example, as shown in Fig. 5, let us

assume that the MME and the member are located at leaf

nodes of Node7 and Node12, respectively. The common

secret values of these two nodes are Node8, Node4, Node11

and Node6, and the session key SK7,12 is computed using

Eq. (10).
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SK7;12 ¼ H SECRETNODE4
� SECRETNODE6

ðð
� SECRETNODE8

� SECRETNODE11
Þ k RANDÞ

ð10Þ

where RAND is a random value received from M.5. The

session key is unique and hence secure in the sense that no

leaf nodes other than Node7 and Node12 know these four

common secret values.

This agreement on a session key between the MME and

the device is closely analogous to the one between devices.

The session key between the MME and the device is used

to encrypt traffic flowing from and to the core network. The

session key between MTC devices is used to distribute

information among devices in such D2D communication or

to encrypt M.8 for secure communication between the

leader and the device.

5 Security analysis

We subjected our proposed protocol to a security analysis.

We contend that our protocol supports all security

requirements demanded for MTC.

5.1 Formal verification

We used ProVerif [19] to assess the security properties of

the proposed protocol. This tool is an automatic crypto-

graphic verifier in the formal model. It has been used

widely and successfully to model and analyze several

security protocols. This tool is known for its capability to

provide security properties verification for the authentica-

tion, confidentiality, and secrecy of a session key. Conse-

quently, the proposed protocol was verified through

ProVerif as achieving mutual authentication between a

leader or an MTC device and MME, and as ensuring the

secrecy of session keys shared by two authentication

entities. The appendix is provided in the extended version

of this paper to confirm verification results by ProVerif.

5.2 Mutual authentication

The message authentication code MACMME = f3(GTK,

RAND) sent in M.5 (see Fig. 4) is created with the group

temporary key, GTK. Because GTK is shared only between

the HSS and group members, the members, including a

leader, can authenticate the MME if MACMME proves

authentic.

For authentication in the other direction, the MME on

behalf of the HHS authenticates the leader by comparing

the value of RES with XRES. The leader can prove its

knowledge of the local master key LMK and further GTK

by presenting the correct value of RES. The MME is

able to authenticate each MTC device if AUTH as

computed in Eq. (7) matches XAUTH. In order to vali-

date that these members belong to the same group, the

MME compares CV received from the HSS and XCV

received in M.9 from the leader. According to the CRT,

XCV is a unique solution for the combination of PNi

with all members.

5.3 Confidentiality and integrity

Once the proposed AKA is completed, then the MME joins

a tree for group management and is able to share a session

key [SKi,j in Eq. (10)] with individual devices in the tree.

Several NAS and AS keys are derived from this session key

to ensure the confidentiality and integrity of links between

Fig. 5 Illustration of session key agreement between any members
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the member and the MME and between the member and

eNodeB.

5.4 Forward secrecy and backward secrecy

When a secret key is shared in a group, great care is

required to restrict the key to members only. For instance,

when a member leaves the group, its knowledge of the

group key must be ended by updating the group key among

the remaining group members. Furthermore, a new mem-

ber should not be able to access the group keys used before

it joined. The former requirement denotes forward secrecy

and the latter denotes backward secrecy.

We contend that the proposed protocol could accom-

modate both the forward and backward secrecy demanded

for group key management. The group key is updated

whenever group membership changes. When a new mem-

ber arrives, the group key is updated with this member’s

secret value by using Eq. (8). Because this new member

does not know its secret value, reversion to the old group

keys is prevented. Similarly, a departure also triggers

updating of the group key by using Eq. (9); this new key

cannot be accessed by the departing member for the same

reasons that departures also trigger updates.

5.5 Replay

Wireless communication links between members and

between the MTC device and the MME are subject to

replay attacks. Because the leader and the MME agree on

the session key after M.6, an adversary could overhear the

three meaningful messages of M.2, M.5, and M.6 as shown

in Fig. 4. With possession of these three messages, an

adversary might attempt authentication by pretending to be

a leader and replaying M.6 to the MME. However, this

attempt would fail immediately because the value of RES

recorded through eavesdropping differs from the one the

MME expects because of a new value of RAND in

RES ¼ f4 LMK;RANDð Þ.
In another situation, an external adversary might replay

M.8 AUTH1;i k Ki k PNi k MAC1;i and M.9 AUTH k XCV

to penetrate a group. The MME should be able to reject the

forged M.9 immediately because the sequence number

(SQN) in Eq. (6), XCV ¼ XCV
0 � SQN, has been updated,

and consequently, the two confirmation values, XCV and

CV, do not match. A replay of M.8 is quite difficult to

detect in the proposed AKA because this message changes

infrequently. This replay does not jeopardize the system

because any parameters are altered by the replayed mes-

sage. We dispensed with a timestamp option to protect M.8

from being replayed because time synchronization can be

another burden for the MTC device.

5.6 Man-in-the-middle (MitM)

In a man-in-the-middle attack scenario, an adversary plays

two roles by pretending to be a leader to the MME and

pretending to be the MME to a leader and members. An

adversary executing this attack disguised as a leader could

send a forged M.6 to the MME. This would fail because of

the inability to compute RES without knowing the local

master key. Similarly, an adversary in the guise of the

MME could not easily deceive the leader. On hearing M.2,

the adversary would send a forged M.5 with an arbitrary

sequence number (SQN
0 Þ to the leader. In general, the

correct sequence number should be in the range of the

Table 1 Length of parameters used in measurement of communi-

cation costs

Parameters Length (bits)

AMF 16

Timestamp 32

MAC 48

Hash value/RES 128

RAND, ID, IMSI, IMGI 128

Asymmetric/symmetric keys 128

PN, SQN, AUTH, SECRET 128

Modulus value, IV 128

Multiplication/additive value over elliptic curve 160

LMK, encrypted message 256

Pseudo ID 320

ECDSA signature 448

Table 2 Comparison of communication costs per message when n = 10 and t = 20

(Kbits) M.2 M.3 M.4 M.5 M.6 M.7 M.8 M.9 M.10 M.11 M.12 M.13 Total

Proposed 28.2 30.7 14.6 9.0 2.6 2.6 46.1 51.2 7.7 192.58

EPS-AKA 25.6 51.2 140.8 64.0 25.6 307.20

Cao-AKA 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 2.6 7.0 3.2 1.3 109.4 63.4 17.9 201.66

ABAKA 134.4 128.0 262.40

G-AKA 89.6 9.0 8.6 89.3 11.5 208.00

SE-AKA 78.4 11.8 84.8 198.4 41.6 415.04

EG-AKA 112 13.8 84.8 92.8 57.6 51.2 51.2 463.04
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authentication vector indices. The leader extracts SQN’

from AUTN and examines the integrity of SQN’ against

MACMME. The integrity test should fail, and hence, the

MITM attack would also fail.

5.7 Impersonation

A non-member impersonates a group member to try to

receive the benefit of membership in illegitimate ways. An

adversary might initiate an impersonation attack by send-

ing M.8 in Fig. 4 AUTH1;i k Ki k PNi k MAC1;i to the

leader. M.8 is authenticated by the last parameter MAC1,i

and is encrypted with a secret session key SKi,j shared by a

member and a leader. Any members other than member

i cannot derive the session key SKi,j, and hence, the

impersonation attack would fail.

6 Performance evaluation

Some design decisions were made in the course of simu-

lating the system. Those decisions were made after taking

into consideration both practical implementation issues and

performance issues.

6.1 Communication costs

Communication cost is by definition the number of bits to

complete the t times of the repetitive AKAs for the n num-

ber of MTC devices. It is a function of n, t, and a sum of the

message length in a single AKA incident. For comparison

purposes, we measured the communication cost of the

proposed AKA and the communications costs of six other

protocols that have been advanced. They are: (1) EPS-AKA

[16], (2) Cao-AKA [10], (3) ABAKA [9], (4) G-AKA [6],

(5) SE-AKA [8] and (6) EG-AKA [7]. The measurements

are based on the length of the parameters in Table 1.

The MTC device exchanges five messages to complete

the EPS-AKA. It required n 9 t 9 5 message for n devices

to complete t times of the EPS-AKA. The sum of message

length for a single EPS-AKA is 1536 bits. Consequently,

the communication cost of the EPS-AKA is 1536nt. In the

beginning, each MTC device in the Cao-AKA exchanges

two messages with the key center and then executes the

EPS-AKA. It takes 9n messages for n devices. In the rest

period of t - 1 times of the AKA, a group leader accepts a

single message from n - 1 devices and exchanges another

two messages with the core network. As many as

9n ? (n ? 1)(t - 1) messages are required to complete

t times of the AKA for n devices. This accounts for a total

communication cost of 1120n ? 928nt ? 256t – 256

(see Table 3).
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Fig. 6 Comparison of communication costs for seven AKAs when
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Fig. 7 Comparison of communication costs for seven AKAs when

t = 1, 10, and 50

Table 3 Average elapsed time of nine cryptographic operations used

in comparing computational delays

Operations Symbol Time (ls)

RAND-128 Trand 45

HMAC-SHA-256 Thash 67

XOR Txor 2

Modulus Tmod 124

AES-256 Taes 161

Multiplication over elliptic curve Tmul 612

Addition over elliptic curve Tadd 125

MaptoPoint hash function Tmtp 525

Pairing Tpair 4514
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A group leader in the proposed AKA exchanges the

same number of five messages1 as the EPS-AKA. The

leader collects and processes the response messages from

n - 1 devices and delivers them to the MME. When the

MME can authenticate the leader and n - 1 devices, the

HSS creates an admission message and broadcasts it to the

group members. The six messages necessary from the

device to the MME and the three messages in the other

direction amount to n ? 9 messages for completion of a

single AKA. For the next t - 1 times of the AKA, a single

MTC device sends 6(t - 1) messages to the MME and

accepts 4(t - 1) messages from the MME. The total

number of messages adds up to n ? 10t - 1.

Table 2 compares the communication costs per message

when n = 10 and t = 20. The proposed AKA and the Cao-

AKA require 10 and 13 messages, respectively, for a single

AKA round. After 20 repetitions of the AKA, the com-

munication costs of the proposed AKA and the Cao-AKA

are 192.58 Kbits and 201.55 Kbits, respectively. In com-

parison, the proposed AKA and the Cao-AKA demand

more messages than the EPS-AKA and the ABAKA, but

these two protocols outperform other AKAs by using fewer

bits for communication. Messages in the ABAKA tend to

be long because of the signature and asymmetric encryp-

tion. The EPS-AKA, a lack of grouping optimization,

increases the communication cost linearly with the number

of devices involved.

Figure 6 compares the communication costs of five

AKAs for n = 1, n = 10, and n = 50, where the number

of repetition is fixed at 20 (t = 20). If the number of MTC

devices is one of the communication costs, the proposed

AKA is the most expensive. As the number of members

increases, the proposed protocol demands less bandwidth

Table 4 Evaluations of the computational delays demanded by the device and the core network

Proposed Device 2t(n ? 1)Thash ? 2t(n ? 1)Txor ? ntTmod

Core network (2nt ? 6t)Thash ? (2nt ? 3t)Txor ? tTrand ?ntTmod ?tTaes

EPS-AKA Device 6ntThash ? ntTxor

Core network 6ntThash ? ntTxor ? ntTrand

Cao-AKA Device 6nThash ? nTxor ? n(t - 1)Trand ? n(5t - 3)Tmul ? n(2t - 1)Tmtp ? 3n(t - 1)Tadd

Core network nThash ? nTxor ? (3n ? t - 1)Trand ? 2(n ? t?nt - 1)Tmul ? 2ntTmtp ? n(t ? 1)Tadd

ABAKA Device ntTmul ? ntTmtp ? ntTadd

Core network t(5n ? 2)Tmul ? 2ntTmtp ? 2ntTadd ? tTrand

G-AKA Device t(4n - 3)Thash ? ntTrand

Core network 2ntThash ? ntTrand

SE-AKA Device t(4n ? 1)Thash ? 2ntTmul ? 2ntTrand

Core network t(3n ? 2)Thash ? 2ntTmul ? t(2n ? 1)Trand

EG-AKA Device 9ntThash ? 2ntTmul ? ntTrand ? ntTaes

Core network 2t(3n ? 1)Thash ? 2ntTmul ? t(2n ? 1)Trand ? ntTaes
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Fig. 8 Comparison of computational delays for seven AKAs when

n = 1, 10 and 50
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1 Note that the first message (M.1) is not included in computation of

the communication cost.
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by reaping the benefit of grouped requests. Figure 7 also

compares the communication costs of seven AKAs for

t = 1, t = 10, and t = 50, where the number of devices is

fixed at 50 (n = 50). In this comparison, the proposed

AKA is the most efficient. The communication cost of the

proposed is improved by 25 percent over G-AKA at t = 1.

Note that the communication cost of the Cao-AKA is

greatest after the first round of the AKA. After 50 repeti-

tions of the AKA, the performance of this Cao-AKA pro-

tocol is second to the proposed AKA.

6.2 Computational delays

We took advantage of the Crypto ?? Library [20] to

measure the elapsed time of the cryptographic operations.

The measurement ran on an Intel Core Duo 1.86 GHz and

2 gigabyte RAM under an Ubuntu 11.10 operating system.

Table 3 demonstrates the average elapsed time of nine

cryptographic operations.

The HSS and the MME in the core network and the

devices execute many cryptographic operations in the

process of message generation. We analyzed these cryp-

tographic operations in each message and summed the

elapsed time of the operations for all messages that consist

of the AKA as a way to measure and compare the com-

putational delays of the seven protocols. Table 4 displays

equations of the computational delays demanded by the

device and the core network. Based on these equations, we

compared the computational delays of the seven protocols

in Figs. 8 and 9 with different values of n and t.

Figure 8 compares the computational delays at t = 20

when the number of MTC devices equals 1, 10, and 50. The

Cao-AKA and the ABAKA employ asymmetric elliptic

curve cryptography (ECC) as a security primitive. The

pairing operation in the ECC is quite expensive, revealing

that these two AKAs perform poorly on cryptographic

operations. The computational delay of the proposed AKA

improves by 38 percent over the one by the EPS-AKA

when the number of devices is 50. Figure 9 shows a similar

trend as in Fig. 8, except for the difference in values.

The G-AKA performs better than our protocol in all

three different values of n (see Fig. 8). This is attributed to

the fact that the G-AKA adopts symmetric cryptography

that demands only a five-message exchange. However, we

have not yet confirmed the security of the G-AKA, which is

subject to an MITM attack.

6.3 Actual delay measurement

We have implemented the legacy and proposed protocols

in the real LTE-advanced network so as to measure actual

smartphone

LTE-A802.11

eNodeB

HSS

MME

notebooks

core network  

Internet  

38ms in 17 hops 

11m
s in 13 hops

Fig. 10 Implementation of legacy and proposed protocols in the real LTE-A network for measurement of actual delay
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Fig. 11 Delay measurement for the proposed AKA and the EPS-

AKA
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delays. This measurement is especially important to

developers and engineers in the mobile industry as a

determinant of whether to deploy these protocols in the real

environment.

In our implementation, as shown in Fig. 10, ten MTC

devices were implemented on five notebooks to form a

group connected to one another through a Wi-Fi network.

A tethering smartphone serves as an access point to the Wi-

Fi network through which the MTC devices can access the

LTE-A and the core network. The MME’s role and the

HSS’s role are implemented on two desktop PCs located

far apart on the Internet. The distance between the entities

as measured using ping show that the two MTC devices are

separated on average by 15 ms. It takes 17 hops of 38 ms

from the device to the MME and 13 hops of 11 ms from the

MME to the HSS.

Figure 11 shows our experiment with the delay mea-

surements for the proposed AKA and the EPS-AKA. The

number of clients varies from 1 to 10. Each point in Fig. 11

is an average of 50 repeated authentication delays (i.e.

t = 50) for each protocol. When a group has only one

device, the average delays of the EPS-AKA and the pro-

posed protocol, respectively, are 0.11 and 0.13 seconds.

Shortly after the number of devices in a group becomes two

or more, the proposed protocol outperforms the EPS-AKA

as shown in Fig. 11.

7 Conclusion

The 3GPP sees MTC as a significant sector in the LTE-A

network for fourth-generation mobile communications.

This paper proposed an applicable security mechanism for

AKA and its adaptation to the MTC. The proposed

mechanism improves grouping optimization by aggregat-

ing authentication requests and uses Wi-Fi hotspots as a

secondary channel to share data among devices. Extensive

security analysis and formal verification by using ProVerif

have shown that the proposed AKA is secure against

diverse malicious attacks. Thorough analysis and compre-

hensive evaluations with respect to communication over-

head, computational overhead and actual implementation

confirm that the proposed AKA outperforms other existing

AKA solutions that have been advanced.

Finally, we believe that there are several aspects that

still need be investigated in order to improve the delay

response associated with AKA. We want to expand

experiments of the study in diverse service usages to see

how the system perform in different environments. Further,

our proposed mechanism could be extended to make use of

more advanced access networks, such as multi hops and

D2D. We hope that the ideas presented here, and the dis-

cussion of the challenges that lie ahead, will motivate

researchers to solve the security issues presented in M2M

communications.
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